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Abstract  

Ancient Indian society was a male overwhelmed in which women had witnessed gender discriminations, 

yet it was diverse in different locales of nation, like in ancient Kashmir women had assumed dynamic 

part in governmental issues and was involved in shaping the economy of the region. In this paper we 

have observed from the literally sources that women in Kashmir some way or another had a delighted in 

a decent situation than different areas of nation.  

Introduction  

In Indian culture, the position and status of women has been persistently changing throughout time. The 

progressions in socio political conditions also have influenced the status of women so it is very important 

to evaluate the position and status of women in antiquated time. While investigating the authentic records 

of ancient times, it illuminates the situation of women in various ages and obviously demonstrates that 

decay in the status of ladies and their criminal exploitation are the result of the impact of later Vedic 

literary works like Smriti, Sutra, Puranas and its strict orders. Also in the later Smriti age the new 

customary uses emerged from the exigencies of political and different circumstances bringing about the 

expanding ladies exploitation.  

In 'Rig Vedic Society', the situation of woman was genuinely good. As the association of the family was 

male centric, a male off spring was looked with more courtesy than the female off spring. Regardless of 

the demeanour of impassion towards female kid, a little girl was qualified for the advantages of a child. 

She was instructed like a kid and needs to go through a time of Brahmcharya.1 Occurrences are not 

obscure when we find recognized poetesses, researchers, logicians known for their learning and 

 
1 Altekar, A. S. (2016). The Position of Woman in Hindu Civilization. New Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 

pp, 1-26. 
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shrewdness. Little girl appreciated as much opportunity as the child. There was no isolation of genders. 

The marriage of a young lady used to occur at a genuinely progressed age. Indeed, even in the matter of 

choosing the male, she practiced a decent arrangement of impact. Frequently there were love 

relationships which were later honoured by guardians. The situation of the spouse was a regarded one in 

the family.  

As the general public was man centric the introduction of a child was consistently wanted and individuals 

appealed to the divine beings for daring children to battle the wars. In Rig-Veda no craving is 

communicated for girls, however the longing for kids and cows is an intermittent topic in the songs.2 

During the later Vedic period their position crumbled. The brilliant Rig-Vedic beliefs of solidarity and 

correspondence started to blur off. They were denied the option to examine Vedas, to absolute Vedic 

mantras and to perform Vedic rights. Then again marriage or home grown life got obligatory for ladies 

and certain commitment to their spouses. The introduction of a little girl was not loved by their folks. 

Women alongside Sudras were held in ridicule by a few creators of Dharmasastras and Puranas.3 Socially 

they were respected generally sullied. The Brahma Purana sets out those individuals from initial three 

Varnas ought to play out the services of washing and murmuring of petitions as indicated by the Vedic 

strategies, yet the ladies and Sudras can't play out these functions appropriately. Anyway it was dismissed 

by Varahamihira, who said ladies as a rule are unadulterated and faultless. They merit the most elevated 

honor and regard. He additionally scrutinized a few authors for enlarging just the indecencies of ladies 

rather than their temperance’s. This too was reflected underway of Kalidasa, Banu and Bharabhut. They 

were even kept the privilege from getting legacy. In Vedas there are references, a dad who has no child 

praises his child in-law, fit for siring children and leaves the property to the children and girl. This is the 

main germ of Hindu law of legacy, which make child and not little girl, the inheritor of his dad's property 

and strict obligations. Their circumstance further deteriorated as settlement, arose a custom in the general 

public. The leader of Magadh Bimbsara (544-492 B.C) wedded a Koshalan princess, got Kashi town as 

settlement which yielded 10, 00,000 coins as income. Chandragupta Maurya vanquished Nikoter Selucus 

in 305 B.C wedded his girl. The exceptionally sifted down and spread particularly when a young lady 

experienced any deformity. With the progression of time more social disasters sneaked in the general 

public affecting the situation of women which were sati, female child murder, youngster marriage, 

pardah, jauhar, widowhood. The development of the equivalent in the general public might be featured 

as: The investigation of antiquated North Indian culture uncovers that the situation of lady was in 

absolute condition of aggravation and exceptionally crumbled. The lady was one who could fulfil the 

requirements of man and produce male heirs. In the law book of Manu lady is portrayed as an animal that 

was rarely free. A righteous spouse is one who serves her significant other like a divine being, regardless 

of whether he carries on gravely, unreservedly revels his desire, and is without any acceptable 

 
2 ibid 
3 Sharma. R. S. (2010) India’s Ancient Past. New Delhi: Oxford university press.   
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characteristics. The general public was inflexible to such an extent that the introduction of female 

youngster was an unwanted occasion. Little girl was considered as a wellspring of wretchedness while as 

a typical idea was that solitary a child can be rescuer of the family. An incubation ceremony called 

Pumsavana was endorsed to guarantee the introduction of a male kid and even Atharva Veda contains 

charms for changing a female hatchling into a male one.4 The young lady was for the most part thought 

about obligation and a burden on family. In the entire old period lady delighted in little freedom in Vedic 

age. During Vedic period, if not completely, however lady delighted in considerable measure of 

admittance to information, could go to Sabah and different other get-togethers.  

Summary:  

Women assume a critical part in reinforcing the dynamism of human progress. As indicated by Altekar, 

"perhaps the most ideal approaches to comprehend the soul of a development and to value its strengths 

and understand its impediments is to examine the historical backdrop of the position and status of ladies 

in it."5Although the old Indian writings have zeroed in on ladies' deceivability in such manner, students 

of history, while remaking the past, have made certain spaces for women that exist just inside 

unequivocal boundaries. In respect Indian history, women' examinations tend to illuminate the expansive 

wording of women' status, which has, importantly, cantered around a limited arrangement of inquiries. 

These inquiries, just as their boundaries try to investigate ladies' jobs and positions in various socio-

socials, just as monetary and political circles of the nation.6 

If we talk about early society of Kashmir women was given high spot in strict and social associations. In 

spite of the fact that under the defensive umbrella of family, ladies, involved a vital spot in public 

activity.7 The status of ladies in early Kashmir which one gets from different abstract sources was 

exceptionally high. Perhaps the main highlights of the old society of Kashmir were the opportunity that 

ladies appreciated. Ladies appreciated amazing opportunity, employed sufficient powers and practiced 

obligation, which gave them a high status in the general public. There was no endeavour to minimize 

them, as was being done in other contemporary social orders somewhere else on the planet. There are 

various references in the old Kashmir messages that bounteously uncover that ladies were profoundly 

regarded and at in some cases even revered by men. Here, for example is an extract from NilmatPurana: 

On the full-moon evening of Margasira, one should take suppers around evening time, and love the moon 

with white wreath and so on, grains, other kind of food, endowments of lights, natural products, blessings 

of salt, fire worships, worship of the Brahmans and love of ladies.8 The lady of Kashmir strolled side by 

side with men, was it in learning or in combat zone.9 There are references that lady took an interest in 

front lines, the ascent of Vijaymalla during the rule of ruler Harsha arranged conspiracy against lord. As 

the lord's soldiers prepared Vijjayalla talking the pony fearlessly assaulted the ruler's power and his 

significant other continued holding his back on the pony. The lady in Kashmir was dealt with in a way 

 
4 Singh, upinder. (2013). A History Of Ancient And Medieval India. Pearson. P,185-200 

5 Altekar, A. S. (2016). The Position of Woman in Hindu Civilization. New Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, pp, 1-26. 
6 ibid 
7 Ayub, Sheikh J., and Asif R. Raina. "Status of Woman in Ancient India: A Comparative Study of North Indian 

Society and Kashmir." Journal of South Asian Studies 6.3 (2018): 159-164. 
8 Kumari, Ved.(1968) The Nilamata Purana, Vol I. Srinagar-Jammu: J&K Academy of Art, Culture and 

Languages.p,1-20 

9 Ayub, Sheikh J., and Asif R. Raina. "Status of Woman in Ancient India: A Comparative Study of North Indian 

Society and Kashmir." Journal of South Asian Studies 6.3 (2018): 159-164. 
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that is better than in their partners somewhere else on the planet. They were sitting alongside men in the 

court of Harsha, to which Brahspti depicted as the stunning women occurred of Apsaras. The lady was 

not entirely and exclusively reliant on men rather could guarantee their privileges as well. Kalhana 

alludes that after Harsha rose the seat Sugala preceded him to guarantee her situation as boss sovereign10. 

The striking element of antiquated Kashmir society was that lady approached information. Bilhana, the 

artist laurate at the court of Chaulkyas, while depicting his country, expressed that the lady of Kashmir 

spoke Sanskrit and Prakrit (the authority and the upper rank dialects) fluidly.11 

A few women have assumed imperative part in moulding the political history of Kashmir. Without a 

doubt, the general public was patrachial, yet ladies had a lot of state in the house and took choices on 

approach matters and assumed a significant job in all social, monetary, political and strict circles. A 

wonderful element of early society of Kashmir was that men gave their women unhindered opportunity 

of development and movement. Naturally Pardha (Screening of ladies from the look of men) could 

discover no spot in the public eye in which ladies had accomplished a significant proportion of 

opportunity. With the foundation of Muslims rule in Kashmir (1320-1891), the entire society of Kashmir 

persevered through an extraordinary change in the proper method of time. During the Muslim principle 

the situation of ladies was plainly subordinate to man. She was note enjoying similar position and status 

as was appreciated by the man.12 The introduction of a girl, in contrast to that of a child, was not 

considered as lucky and great occasion. The custom of wedding young men at an early age was normal 

among the two Muslims and Hindus. 

Women rulers were not a lot of empowered during the Hindu period in light of a negative perception in 

Mahabharata about ladies rulers, "The nation where a lady, a kid or a player rules, sinks weakly as a 

stone pontoon in the waterway." According to Kalhana, there were two different women rulers before 

Rani Didda. One was the Mythical Yashomati who should have been delegated by Krishna himself. 

Kalhana remarks about her standard as, "The eyes of men which saw womankind with sparse civility, 

thinking about it as one of the objects of joy, viewed this mother of her subjects as though she were her 

goddess." The other was the Sughanda devi who managed in the start of the 10th century, first as an 

official and afterward straightforwardly. Nonetheless, she had a short stretch of two years in particular 

and was executed by her retainers. 13 Kota Rani was the last Hindu leader of Kashmir in Medieval 

Kashmir, administering until 1339. 

Conclusion:  

From the above discussion, it becomes evident that the women were held in high eminence in Kashmir. 

Yet, regardless of whether this wonder was general in nature or specific remaining parts a secret as there 

are no adequate sources about them. The condition or position of the average people isn't translated by 

Nilmatpuran. Subsequently we can't pronounce commonly that the situation of all women was better. 

There are various references in the ancient literature that bounteously uncover that women were 

profoundly regarded and at in some cases even revered by men. 

 
10 Kalhan Rajatrangni, verse 829-30 
11 Bamzai, P. (1994).Cultural and Political History of Kashmir. New Delhi; ML Publication.p205,206 
12 Bazaz, Prem, Nath. (1959). Daughters of Vitasta. New Delhi: Pamposh Publications., Introductory pages  
13 Rangachari, Devika. (2002). Kalahan’s Rajatarangini; A Gender Perspective, The Medieval History 

Journal. 
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